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Impact of Seizures in the Critically Ill

• 259 criticaly ill infants and children who 

prospectively underwent cEEG

• Seizures occured in 36% of patients, including 

9% with status epilepticus

• Mean maximum seizure burden per hour was 

15.7% in subjects with neurologic decline, versus 

1.8% in subjects without neurologic decline

• In multivariable analysis that adjusted for 

diagnosis and illness severity, for every 1% 

increase in the max hourly seizure burden, the 

odds of neurologic decline by 1.13

• Seizures were not associated with mortality



EEG Monitoring in the Critically Ill 

• The recognition of status epilepticus and repetitive seizures 
contributing to neuronal injury has lead to increased utilization 
of cEEG monitoring

• Decades of cEEG recordings have identified other unique EEG 
patterns of unclear significance

• These patterns are referred to as the Ictal-Interictal Continuum





Defining the Ictal-Interictal Continuum

• A dynamic pathophysiologic state of unstable neurological 
processes that while not always ictal, suggests an increased 
risk toward evolution to the ictal state. 



• Retrospective review of 21 critically-ill children who manifested with GPDs on cEEG monitoring

• Most common etiology: encephalitis

• 15/21 manifested with non-convulsive status epilepticus

• 13/21 with clinical seizures after GPDs were detected

• GPDs occurred in 43% of children who had a dose reduction in continuous IV infusion of AED

• Suggesting an active epileptic state

• Outcomes

• 5/21 died

• 7/21 with favorable outcomes

• Remainder with moderate to severe disability at discharge



• 5 patients who developed GRAWs during pentobarbital or propofol withdrawal after burst suppression 

for treatment of refractory status epilepticus

• 1-4 Hz GPDs not previously seen on patients’ EEG

• In all cases, pattern resolved spontaneously over 12-120 hours

• 3/5 cases: pattern thought to be ictal activity, and drug-induced coma was reinitiated

• Pattern recurred during repeated anesthetic withdrawal, recognized as non-ictal, then 

resolved without further treatment

• 4/5 cases: patients exhibited improvement to near baseline mentation



Challenges within the Ictal-Interictal Continuum

• No clinical gold standard exists for qualifying an ictal pattern

• Most studies of patterns of the ictal-interictal continuum focus 
on etiology, prognosis and association with seizures

• How do we qualify patterns on the ictal-interictal continuum as 
either epiphenomenon of neuronal injury or director 
propagators of injury?



• SPECT showed high rCBF 

in 18/18 patients LPDs

• 17/18 with matched 

rCBF increase to 

location of LPDs

• 3 patients with resolution of 

LPDs undergoing SPECT

• Resolution of 

previously seen high 

rCBF



• Two patients with LPDs who underwent pMRI

• Patient 1: hyperperfusion seen (considered ictal)

• Aggressive AED treatment

• Clinical improvement

• Patient 2: no perfusion asymmetry on pMRI

• No escalation of AED therapy

• LPDs resolved spontaneousy over few days



• Prospective single-center 

study of patients 

undergoing FDG-PET 

during contemporaneous 

ictal-interictal patterns. 

• 18 patients with 

structural lesions 

(44%), 

inflammatory/infectious 

disease (39%) or 

epilepsy (11%)

• Hyerpetabolism was 

common (61%) and 

predicted status epilepticus 

(sensitivity 79%; specificity 

100%)



• Prospective single-center study (Columbia) of adult 

patients with high-grade aSAH who underwent cEEG

monitoring, dEEG monitoring and 

intracranialmultimodality monitoring

• 90 subjects

• 32/90 (36%) had PDs on sEEG and dEEG 

recordings (23%)

• 21/90 (23%) had PDs on dEEG recordings

• Change point analysis confirmed a temporal 

association of high-frequency PD onset (≥2.0 Hz) and 

PbtO2 reduction. 

• Increased regional CBF and global CPP were seen for 

all higher PD frequencies

• Conclusion: the physiologic signature of high-

frequency PDs resemble that described for seizures



What about TCD in evaluating ictal-
interictal continuum patterns

• Anatomical neuroimaging studies are often challenging due to 
a lack of high temporal resolution and need for patient 
transport.

• Multimodal monitoring techniques often use invasive methods 
that may not always be clinically appropriate. 

• TCD is a non-invasive bedside technique that can provide 
measures of cerebral blood flow in real time.



Case Example 1

9 year old girl with 3 days of fever and URI symptoms who presents after she stopped talking….
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Case Example 2

7 year old girl with sickle cell disease presents with altered mental status and hypertension after a blood 

transfusion



Case Example 2

7 year old girl with sickle cell disease presents with altered mental status and hypertension after a blood 

transfusion

• Patient receives pentobarbital therapy, achieves seizure remission and burst suppression

• After pentobarbital wean, new pattern emerges…..
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Case Example 2

7 year old girl with sickle cell disease presents with altered mental status and hypertension after a blood 

transfusion

• 40 hours after sustaining off pentobarbital wean



Conclusion

• TCD is a non-invasive technique that can be performed at the 
patient’s bedside to study cerebral blood flow hemodynamics, 
and can be repeated at different time points. 

• These cases suggest that using TCD to evaluate patients within 
ictal-interictal continuum patterns may be useful to 
understanding the nature of their physiologic significance. 


